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Bridging the Gaps 

by Jim Fredericks 

At one time or another, most of us have struggled, or know someone who has struggled, with 

understanding Scripture. Let’s brainstorm. What are some barriers to fruitful Bible Study?  

Let me touch on one clarifying thought on implement before continuing. Not all Scripture is 

directly applicable to our lives. Now, I don’t mean it’s not divinely inspired. All Scripture is 

divinely inspired. But the Bible is unique among all other books. 

• The Bible has been written by human authors, expressing their unique traits and culture. 

It’s also co-authored by the Holy Spirit, a divine book with a supernatural ability to 

change those who respond. So, it’s the only book with such unique dual authorship.  

• The Bible is a compilation of books, not one book. It’s sixty-six unique books written 

from one mind within an integrated “library.” Expect differences in each book within an 

overall unity since the Bible does not contradict itself.  

• Multiple authors have penned the Bible over several millenniums from various cultures 

and in three different languages. So we have “gaps” to overcome, geographical and 

cultural, historical and sociological, culture and worldview, stylistic and literary form.  

To properly interpret, bridge these gaps between what the Bible said to His people at that time 

and what it says to us today. good study Bible or Bible Dictionary can supply insights that would 

take us a lifetime to dig out ourselves. But discern, because every author comes with a certain 

position. We must learn to distinguish what is merely occasional or cultural from what is 

timeless. Even if it’s not directly for us today, though look over shoulder to see what it says about 

God’s eternal heart.  

We have a host of excellent Bible tools to support us as we dive down more deeply in one Bible 

passage. Just be careful that you don’t get so engrossed at chasing minor information that you 

miss the “main & the plain,” what is clear and crucial. At least I did as I became enamored with 

so many cool tools! At any one time of engaging one Bible passage, only go as far at this time as 

the Spirit sheds His life. We have a lifetime to practice “layer learning” and re-engage this 

passage. 

How do we bridge the gaps between what the text said to the original hearers and what it says 

to us today?  

1. Solid study Bible: This may be all you need for a long time since this gathers most of the 

critical tools together under one banner. Cross-reference. Maps. Short commentary. 

Cultural and linguistic tips. Ask a few more mature people in the church their preference. 

2. Bible Dictionary: This is a reference work containing encyclopedic entries related to the 

Bible, typically concerning people, places, customs, doctrine and Biblical criticism. Bible 

dictionaries can be scholarly or popular in tone. 

3. Bible Commentary: Although these can be a great help, be careful and not get lazy and 

dive into commentaries first. Practice what we have modeled, first sit in the text and ask 

the Spirit of God to fulfill His role as teacher. Then look over the shoulders of others. 

First, this helps to check that you stay withing solid Bible interpretation. Second, I need 

outside help, particularly with problem passages. Third, I’m not a good “word-smith.” A 

good commentary designed for laypeople will put Scriptural truth into practical, non-

technical language. 
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4. Basic Theology Books: These will go into more detail on theology than a Bible 

Dictionary will. They can be helpful, although everyone is slanted through the lens of the 

person writing. Ask around for suggestions. 

No matter how good the Bible tools, we still must invest the price of hard work as we interpret 

the text and learn to identify timeless principles or living lessons. These bridge the gap because 

they were just as true at the time the authors wrote Scripture as they are now.  

Remember, though that some passages apply only to the people at that time. It’s occasional, for 

a time. For instance, when the OT commands Israel to sacrifice a lamb for their sins, when we sin 

today, we do not go to a farmer to buy one. Jesus is the Lamb of God without spot who has taken 

away the sins of the world. We rush to Jesus, confess that specific sin, and thank Him that He 

already forgave all of our sins at the cross.  

The first distinction to make is between the temporary law in the OT and the eternal 

relationship we have now since the NT through faith in Christ. 

“The entire Bible belongs directly to God's people, including the Old Testament, except 

for what is clearly occasional or deliberately changed. Even then, take a listening 

posture. Since God’s Word is eternal, try to learn some way of pleasing God which He 

does not explicitly tell us” (#10 in A Baker’s Dozen Common Sense Tips). 


